UFA FICTION is one of the leading German film and TV production houses, attracting top talent from
Germany and internationally. UFA specializes in blockbuster and tentpole productions, which regularly
earn top ratings and numerous German and international awards, selling around the world. Their
production include international event productions like DRESDEN, THE ESCAPE, MOGADISHU, THE
TOWER and GENERATION WAR, and theatrical releases THE PHYSICIAN, THE DAY I WAS NOT BORN and
STATIONS OF THE CROSS.
Original Title Nackt unter Wölfen
Produced by UFA Fiction in co-production with MDR, ARD Degeto, WDR, SWR, BR
Cast
Florian Stetter
Peter Schneider
Sylvester Groth
Sabin Tambrea
a.o.
Written by Stefan Kolditz based on the novel “Naked Among Wolves” by Bruno Apitz
Directed by Philipp Kadelbach
Running Time ca. 110 min
Version German (OV), English subtitled
Delivery Spring 2015
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“This book encompasses so much that the shock
of the plot is absorbed through the tempo, momentum
and intensity of the storytelling.”
BBC

From Philipp Kadelbach, director of GENERATION WAR
Starring Florian Stetter (German Oscar® Entry BELOVED SISTERS, STATIONS OF THE CROSS),
Sylvester Groth (INGLORIOUS BASTERDS, BUDDENBROOKS)
and Sabin Tambrea (LUDWIG II)

Buchenwald concentration camp, late March, 1945. A three-year-old Jewish boy is smuggled into the
camp in a suitcase – the effort to hide him and keep him alive becomes a metaphor for the struggle to
preserve their humanity among the inmates.
Late March, 1945. The Pole Zacharias Jankowski is
deported to Buchenwald concentration camp just
a few weeks before its liberation by the US Army.
He has a three-year-old boy hidden in his suitcase.
Pippig, a political prisoner who works in the storage
room, discovers the boy in the suitcase during the
registration process. The boy would be doomed if
Pippig wouldn’t take pity on the boy, hiding him in
the SS storage building.
Pippig’s supervisor André Höfel, a Communist who
belongs to the camp’s illegal underground resistance
committee, sees the boy as a threat, not just for their
own safety but for the whole resistance movement.
The SS has been searching for the resistance leaders
for months. If the SS finds the boy, they will use
him to put pressure on Höfel, the partisans’ military
trainer. In order to protect the movement, he decides
the boy has to leave on the next transport for
Bergen-Belsen.

But Pippig refuses and decides to keep the boy
with him in the camp. Although he’s a danger to all
of them, the other inmates finally band together to
save the boy from certain death.
Their plot becomes the biggest trial for the inmates,
who each have to act according to their own moral
compass, some reluctantly, some unwillingly, with
very little margin for error or room to maneuver
between life or death.
Harboring the boy becomes an act of hope
and defiance for men caught in a brutal system
constructed to completely rob you of all humanity.

A modern update of the classic novel by East German writer Bruno Apitz, which was translated into 30
languages and sold more than 2 million copies. Coming from the director and the producers of multiple
award winning hit GENERATION WAR (2013), this gripping and touching TV drama stars Florian Stetter
(German Oscar® Entry BELOVED SISTERS, STATIONS OF THE CROSS), Sylvester Groth (INGLORIOUS
BASTERDS, BUDDENBROOKS) and Sabin Tambrea (LUDWIG II) in the lead roles.

